Our PHE Garden Journal

Date ______________

Temperature ____________

Weather ________________

What did I see today?

What do I like about the garden?

What work needs to be done in the garden?
Garden Etiquette

Walk on the paths and not on the beds.

Keep tools off the paths.

Put away the tools.

Place sharp edges or points of tools face down.

Clean tools before putting them away.

Wash hands after gardening.

Ask before you pick anything.
Kids Safety Rules When Gardening Contract

It is lots of fun to plant seeds and watch your plants grow into food that you can eat! But you have to follow some important rules that will keep everyone safe.

Here are some very important safety rules that I agree to follow when in the garden:

☐ If I have any plant allergies, I will tell my teacher or adult right away.

☐ I understand that some weeds can make me sick if I touch them with my hands. When I am weeding, I will wear my garden gloves. After I am done, I will wash my hands with soap and water and place my gloves in the bin to be washed.

☐ I will not play, toss or touch the compost pile or garden manure.

☐ I understand that if chemicals are used in the garden they can make me sick. I will not touch, open or play with the chemicals used to treat plants.

☐ I will only use gardening tools with the permission and supervision of an adult.

☐ I respect the garden and will not run or horseplay in the garden area.

☐ I will never eat anything from the garden without first asking an adult.

☐ I will always wash my hands after gardening with soap and water.

Signed: _______________________________